Protecting the Important Things in
Your Life.

New Product Information:
OS 330
2.4 GHz Wireless Color Camera and Receiver
Versatility and convenience in one simple-to-use product…. the Home Sent inel wireless video camera system offers the best of both worlds.
Versatile, because it can be easily added to an existing video observation system with standard RCA audio and video inputs. Or, it can be used as a complete stand-alone video surveillance system by simply connecting it to a TV set
with standard A/V inputs.
And convenient, because the 2.4 GHz wireless connection between camera
and receiver saves the time and expense of wiring. Also, the choice of battery
or adapter power for the camera makes it truly portable… letting you decide
when and where to use the system.
This makes the OS 330 an ideal product to use at home or at work, either as a
permanent monitor or as a portable camera that can be easily moved from one
location to another as required.

Features:
♦

Camera/Transmitter

Color image sensor provides a
clear detailed picture on any TV
set
♦ Audio monitoring function is i ncluded
♦ Up to 300’ (100 metres) line-ofsight range using high frequency 2.4 GHz transmission
signal
♦ 4 channel switcher allows selection of the clearest channel
for optimum reception

♦
♦
♦
♦

♦

Automatic cycling of all camera
channels is possible
Manual channel selection
Standard audio/video RCA type
outputs allow easy connection
Camera can be battery
powered (requires 1 9V battery,
not included)
Includes AC adapters for
camera and receiver

*In line-of-sight conditions
Receiver

OS 330
2.4 GHz Wireless Color Camera and Receiver

Specifications:
Camera:

Complete system
includes:

⇒
⇒
⇒
⇒

Camera/transmitter
Receiver
2 power adapters
RCA patch cord

Receiver:

Image sensor:

1/3” Color CMOS

Sensitivity:

> -87 dBm

S/N ratio:

>40 dB

TV system:

NTSC

No. of pixels:

251,000 pixels

Video output:

1 Vp-p @ 75

White balance:

Automatic

Audio output:

1.45Vp-p @ 6.5K

TV system:

NTSC

S/N ratio (video):

> 38dB

Usable sensitivity:

3 lux

Freq. range:

2.400 ~ 2.4835 GHz (4 ch)

Backlight comp:

Yes

Channel spacing:

18 MHz

Output power:

0~10dBm (PD)

Freq. Stability:

± 200 KHz

Freq. Range:

2.400 ~ 2.4835 GHz (4 ch)

A/V modulation:

FM

Power supply:

9VDC, 300mA adapter or 9V
battery

Power supply:

9VDC, 300mA adapter

Because our product is subject to continuous improvement, SVC reserves the right to modify product design and
specifications wi thout notice and without incurring any obligation, E & OE.
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